
Current situation1 of facilitation of (professional) RPAS flights in FIR Amsterdam (The Netherlands): 

- Flights are NOT allowed unless an exemption is granted by CAA-NL (ILT). 
- An exemption will be granted only for flights with the following restrictions: 

o VFR daylight 
o VLOS or EVLOS 
o Max height 400 ft AGL / 120 m AGL 
o > 150 m from people, buildings, roads with moving traffic, water with moving 

boats / vessels 
Flights between 0 and 150 m will be allowed only for buildings (incl wind mills, 
industrial constructions) and boat/vessel  if they are ‘under control of the operator’ 
(because the owner did ask for such a flight for inspection, photo etc). For RPAS 
operator specialized in flights for movies, TV etc flights will be permitted close to 
participating people, but only after a clear safety briefing by the RPAS operator. 
CAA-NL will not give permission to fly to ‘general public’ < 150 m horizontally. 
 

- An exemption will be granted only if 
o The RPAS operator is well organized (responsibilities and workmethoded in an 

operational handbook (OM) incl SMS) 
o The RPAS pilot(s) (>18 y) had successfully a type training, theoretical training and 

examination and practical examination (can work in line with the OM) 
o The RPAS is registered (registration visible on RPA + groundstation + fire proof 

plate) and a design and construction assessment  was successfully done by 
EuroUSC or NLR. 

In the proposed rulemaking (will be published soon via internet for comment of the public) the 
above prescribed situation will be established, but the ‘normal’ documents can be given (RPA 
license, restricted C of A, ROC), probably after 1st July 2015. 

proposed text in formal rules: 
general rating in RPA: flights with an RPA not above an open-air assembly of persons, congested 
areas of cities, towns or settlements including industrial area and harbors, railways or roads that 
are open for motorized vehicles. 
 
In the relevant ROC details will be written about minimum distances to people etc.  
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